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but will keep their minds focused on that, and that is why I am trying to stress

that it is e- these simple things that can do a lot .. ax I think it is easy

to Ktrans late ... . and having comecpletely done it... And if we look . . . so why

do we translate it as a perfect. Well. now, I used to wonder... and I thought

that he was taken from prison and judgement, and here he divides the spoil with

the great .... and he has borne the sin of many... How did that fit in thhere.

And why is it ... He will make intercession for trans gressors. . We xg have

not me- merely the finished completed murk of Christ on the cross. We haw the

continued intercession of Christ ... and the chapter does not end with a dead Christ

who has done a great work... the great work is finished ... but continually He is

at K the right hand of God...and Isa. . . and he makes intercession at the right

hand of God... Yes, He is God and he is man...He certainly could not .. He is

not a sinful nit n... But He is God........
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And one thing that we can say about it is at.-i-4e- an infinite sacrifice, it is a

sacrifice that does us no good. -R-s--m de-by-efle-w4e--has--eteFe4 As man he could

be x one cf us and as God He could make intergcesslon. I would say that it can

be taken as a future act, but &t I think there is a definite future act . It's occasionally

used of the St time. And thtx - there is a lot of 0. T. tIt we haven't covered,

going on k with the same ksort of thing that we are doing. The only thinicg is that

in the last couple of days iwec to feel at first sone what with the ± first 10 chapters of

Ezekiel . . . .1 might deal v th the meaning .. . and relation in English so I don't

wtit to ge4ve-give a whole coul- course in Ezekiel, but we find spend scas mud-a

as three or four hours on the English M*t-ecep interpretation of the Chapter, but then

we will look at other verses. That was the idea I **i had in mind...
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